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Abstract Interconnecting “things” and devices that

takes the form of wearables, sensors, actuators, mo-

biles, computers, meters, or even vehicles is a critical

requirement for the current era. These inter-networked

connections are serving the emerging applications home

and building automation, smart cities and infrastruc-

ture, smart industries, and smart-everything. Though,

the security of these connected Internet of Things (IoT)

plays a centric role with no margin for error. After a re-

view of the relevant, online literature on the topic and

after looking at the market trends and developments,

one can notice that there are still concerns with regards

to security in IoT products and services. This paper is

focusing on a survey on IoT security and aims to high-

light the most significant problems related to safety and

security in the IoT ecosystems. This survey identifies
the general threat and attack vectors against IoT de-

vices while highlighting the flaws and weak points that

can lead to breaching the security. Furthermore, this

paper presents solutions for remediation of the compro-

mised security, as well as methods for risk mitigation,

with prevention and improvement suggestions.
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1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is the future of the Internet

that will interconnect billions of intelligent communi-

cating ’things’ to cater diverse services to Information

Technology (IT) users on a daily basis [92]. The IoT

continues to affect the whole aspects of one’s private

and professional life. In the industrial sector, for exam-

ple, smart devices will evolve to become active con-

tributors to the business process improving the rev-

enues of equipment manufacturers, internet based ser-

vices providers and application developers [3]. The IoT

security is the area of endeavour concerned with safe-

guarding connected devices and networks in the Inter-

net of Things environment.

As IoT devices are interconnecting at every level and

everywhere, interacting with each other and the human

beings, it is evident that security takes the spotlight.

Securing these devices will become everyone’s priority,

from manufacturers to silicon vendors (or IP develop-

ers), to software and application developers, and to the

final consumer, the beneficiary of the security “recipe”

that will accompany these IoT products. Together, they

need to adapt to the market demands, innovate and im-

prove processes, grasp new skills and learn new meth-

ods, raise the awareness and elaborate new training and

curricula programs.

The wearables are a hallmark of IoT, with designs

that incorporate practical functions and features. From

health to fashion and fitness-oriented devices, wearables

make technology pervasive by interweaving it into daily

life [105]. The main goal of these apparatus is to gather
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data such as heartbeat, burned calories, body or en-

vironment temperature and so on, and send it to the

user for information purposes [8]. The wearables need

to store the data locally or to the cloud, to generate

historical reports about the achieved progress of the

user.

Undoubtedly, the smart home collects as well an

enormous amount of private information. For example,

it may store the records about the absence or move-

ments of the inhabitants, the temperature levels of the

house in different rooms, the water and electricity us-

age and so on [139]. Much like the emerging smart

homes, the smart office or smart building automatically

controls energy-consuming devices such as heaters and

lights to achieve a better efficiency without human in-

tervention or micromanaging [131].

Smart cities use IoT devices like the connected sen-

sors, lights, and meters to collect and analyze data for

further usage in improving the infrastructure, public

utilities and services, and much more [49]. The use cases

are countless, but arguably the most important imple-

mentation is the smart grids, which helps tremendously

with resource conservation [19]. In the smart health-

care domain, IoT technologies have many applications,

some of them are the tracking of objects and people,

including patients, staff or ambulance, identification of

individuals based on pervasive shared biometrics, and

automatic data gathering and sensing [141].

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), known

as Industry 4.0, revolutionizes the manufacturing by

enabling the addition and accessibility of far greater

amounts of data, at higher speeds, and a lot more effi-

ciently than before [16]. IIoT networks of smart devices
allow industrial organizations to open big data contain-

ers and connect people, data, and processes from the

factory floors to the offices of their executive leaders.

Business managers can use IIoT data to get a full and

accurate view of their enterprise health, which will as-

sist them to make better decisions.

The IoT is also revolutionizing the Supply Chain

Management (SCM), a foundational business process

that impacts nearly every enterprise [114]. Some of the

possible use cases for SCM are asset tracking and fleet

management. Asset tracking is possible based on Ra-

dio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags or Subscriber

Identity/Identification Module (SIM) cards with global

coverage. This facility allows a supply chain manager to

locate where a product, truck, or shipping container is,

at one given time. Also, the fleet management enhances

operators to know if asset reliability, availability, and

efficiency are all optimized.

The Internet of Things is present at every level and

sector of the society and will be even more rooted in,

to become the new everyday normal. As IoT is every-

where, so should privacy and security be, inbuilt from

the schematics of a product designer, until the last tech-

nician to influence in a way or the other, the finite ap-

paratus. These devices undoubtedly will allow humans

to become more efficient with their time, energy, and

money in ways that are easy to forecast. Still, the lack of

proper security frameworks and safeguards could lead

to privacy being compromised and valuable data exfil-

tration to become possible. The convenience that IoT

products and services bring to the lives of individuals

has its price tag, and it could turn out to be a high bill

in the end if security is not taken seriously by all the

players of the IoT ecosystem.

1.1 Contribution

This paper addresses some of the trending problems

in the IoT, such as the ineffective identity, access, and

trust management, by presenting solutions that are avail-

able in the market. The review of the most common

threats and attacks raises the awareness about the im-

portance of security, whereas exploring the reasons for

safety breach boosts the understanding about why the

IoT devices are still vulnerable. Depending on the fault

tolerance capabilities of the apparatus in the aftermath

of an attack, the remediation is not always possible,

leading to the immediate replacement of the device for

a new one. The operation is costly, labor-intensive and

time-consuming. Therefore, risk mitigation needs to be

considered by everyone playing a role in the market.

Mitigating risk starts with preventing the threat from

happening. This survey offers guidance for threat and

attack prevention by:

– showing how to raise the level and posture of secu-

rity

– describing best practices for product design, manu-

facturing and development

– advising the consumers and lawmakers to be security-

minded

– proposing a new design: Another important step in

the reduction of the risk is to innovate and seek

improvement.

This research proposes a new design, with mentions

of disruptive technologies in order to replace the usage

of the IT-related system and network models in the IoT

ecosystem. The study elaborates as well, on the issues

posed by the scalability, complexity, and management

of the IoT networks and identifies solutions for address-

ing it. With the advancement of quantum computing,

big data and artificial intelligence (AI), predictive data
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analytics plays an important role not only in forecast-

ing the future maintenance or the need for process op-

timization, but also in identifying device security weak-

nesses, data breach, and future possible attacks, before

they even happen.

1.2 Paper Organization

eRest of the paper is organized into five sections. Sec-

tion 2 summarizes the related surveys and researches

that focus on IoT security aspects. In that section we

have attempted to classify the material under general,

identity management, access control, and trust man-

agement. General IoT threats and vulnerabilities are

presented in Section 3 where a summary of the threats

and attacks are tabulated in Table 1. Our main con-

tribution of this paper is mentioned in Section 4, that

includes the subsections on risk prevention and secu-

rity improving practices. Section 5 discusses the overall

contribution of the paper while Section 6 mentions the

concluding remarks to the paper. The overall structure

of the paper is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Structure of the Paper

2 Related Work

While reviewing the existing work on the IoT security,

a few research papers were chosen as relevant to this

study and synthesized within this section. Looking at

the market trends and developments, one can notice

that there are still concerns with regards to security in

IoT products and services.

Zhao et al. in [154] conducted a survey on IoT secu-

rity that expounds security issues related to the three-

layer structure of IoT. The three layers of perception,

network, and application are investigated against infor-

mation, physical, and management security. As percep-

tion layer issues, node capture, fake nodes, malicious

data, Denial of Service (DoS), timing, routing threats,

Side Channel Attacks (SCA) and replay attacks are

identified. Similarly, network layer and application layer

security issues are presented while adoptable security

measures are mentioned for each layer to mitigate the

risks.

Ammar et al. in [5] surveyed IoT frameworks on the

emphasis of security and privacy. This paper clarify the

proposed architecture, hardware sepcand points out the

security features for 8 IoT frameworks. The considered

frameworks include Amazon Web Service (AWS) IoT,

ARM mbed IoT, Azure IoT suite, Brillo/Weave, Calvin,

HomeKit, Kura, and SmartThings. Authentication, Ac-

cess Control, Communication, Cryptography aspects of

security are compared with these novel platforms. This

is a comprehensive survey that provide valuable insights

to IoT developers in selecting the most suited platform

for their application.

Yang et al. in [148] conducted a survey that covers

the segments: limitations of IoT devices and their solu-

tions, classification of IoT attacks, authentication and

access control mechanisms, and security analysis of dif-

ferent layers. The paper identifies the battery life and

high-level computations required for employing strong

cryptographic primitives are the main limitations of

IoT devices. As solutions, energy harvesting and utiliz-

ing light-weight security protocols are proposed. Vari-

ous existing IoT authentication schemes and architec-

tures are presented while security in perception, net-

work, transport and application layer are discussed.

Lin et al. in [96] presented an overview of IoT sys-

tem architecture, enabling technologies, security and

privacy issues; while discussing the integration of IoT

with edge/ fog computing platforms for various applica-

tions. Authors are distinguishing Cyber Physical Sys-

tems (CPSs) with IoT stating that CPS is a vertical

architecture that forms separate CPS systems that do

not interconnect; while IoT is presented as a networking

infrastructure that interconnects various systems for re-

source sharing, analysis, and management. Confiden-

tiality, integrity, availability, identification / authenti-

cation, privacy, and trust are discussed as security fea-

tures of IoT. Moreover, possible security attacks for dif-

ferent layers are presented while privacy aspects of IoT
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are presented for data collection, data aggregation, data

mining, and data analytic cases.

Granjal et al. in [53] conducted a comprehensive

survey for analyzing existing communication protocols

to identify security requirements in the intent of se-

curing the communication channels. Protocols available

for Physical (PHY), Media Access Control (MAC), net-

work/ routing, and application layers were extensively

analyzed for their security standards to derive secu-

rity requirements. Among those, IPv6 over Low-power

Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN) and Rout-

ing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL)

protocols were investigated thoroughly due to their wide

adaptability in future IoT applications. Moreover, open

research challenges are addressed in accordance to the

identified security requirements.

Kliarsky in [82] reviewed the existing threats, vul-

nerabilities, attacks, and intrusion detection methods

that apply to IoT. The Open Web Application Security

Project (OWASP) was identified as a trusted source

to be informed of common threats and vulnerabilities.

OWASP has published a list of what it is considered to

be the top IoT vulnerabilities and mentions username

enumeration and weak passwords as the top vulnera-

bilities. The paper referred the IoT Reference Model

published by Cisco (presented in [29]), to identify pos-

sible attacks at every layer and then depicts the IoT

communication stack by looking at some common IoT

application and link layer protocols and technologies.

Further, modus operandi and detection of intrusion for

network assaults like the Mirai IoT botnet, Denial of

Service (DoS), and routing attacks were presented. Ac-

cording to the paper, challenges that affect an IoT In-

trusion Detection System (IDS) deployment include en-

cryption, IPv6, scalability and management, and the

complexity of the deployment.

Rivas in [128] explored the possibilities to secure

the private IoT home network and presents means of

network and IoT exploitation. The author mentioned

that network design flaws, backdoors, DoS, spying, and

Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) attacks are the other ways

of compromising a network. The paper presented some

of the core network services required to raise the se-

curity posture such as, Dynamic Host Control Protocol

(DHCP), Domain Name System (DNS), Dynamic DNS,

installation of Intrusion Detection and Prevention Sys-

tems (IDPS), proxies, and filtering. The paper pointed

out that keeping an up to date inventory of the run-

ning systems of the connected devices in the network

reduces the number of false positives on the IDS and fil-

ters out the protocols, ports, URI, sources, destinations,

and applications. The inventory could be kept accurate

by executing active or passive scans of the network from

time to time.

Abomhara et al. in their paper [1] contributed to

a better understanding of threats and their attributes

by classifying the types of threats, analyzing and char-

acterizing the intruders and the attacks against IoT

devices and services. Data confidentiality, privacy, and

trust are three key problems with IoT devices and ser-

vices identified by their research paper. The research

concludes that it is important to consider security mech-

anisms for access control, authentication, identity man-

agement and a trust management scheme, from the

early product development stages.

Pawar et al. in [118] uncovered the “Sybil attack

in Internet of Things,” by analysing the types of as-

saults according to Sybil’s attacker capabilities, as well

as some defensive schemes. The schemes include social

graphs, behaviour classification, and mobile Sybil de-

tection. The authors argued that the vulnerability of

IoT systems in front of Sybil attacks leads to the sys-

tems generating wrong reports, spamming the users,

spreading malware and phishing websites; resulting com-

promised privacy and private information loss. In ad-

dition this paper proposed an enhanced algorithm to

increase the detection of Sybil accounts by grouping

similar user clickstream into behavioural clusters and

by partitioning a similarity graph to capture the time

distances between clickstreams sequences. Their study

concluded that clickstream models are a powerful tech-

nique for user profiling and that future work needs to

be done on the clickstream models to be able to detect:

malicious crowdsourcing workers, forged online reviews

about travelling related products, and identifying new

methods of image-spamming attacks. The work of the

authors is valuable to the present survey as it raises

awareness about another type of attack on the rise,

threatening the Internet of Things products and ser-

vices ecosystem.

Ouaddah et al. in [112] conducted a survey on ac-

cess control models, protocols, and frameworks in IoT.

This survey analyzed the security and privacy preserv-

ing objectives of scalability, usability, flexibility, inter-

operability, context-awareness, distributed, height het-

erogeneity, light-weight, user driven, and granularity

against the existing access control mechanisms. Role

Based Access Control (RBAC), Attribute Based Access

Control (ABAC), Extensible Access Control Markup

Language (XACML), Capability Based Access Control

(CapBAC), Usage Control (UCON), User Managed Ac-

cess (UMA), and OAuth methods are analyzed to iden-

tifying the challenges in adopting access control schemes

for IoT.
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3 General IoT Threats, Attacks, and

Vulnerabilities

3.1 General Threats and Attacks

An attack is an attempt to destroy, expose, alter, dis-

able, steal or gain unauthorized access to an asset [123].

An IoT attack is not peculiar from any typical perpe-

tration conducted against an information system asset.

The simplicity and scale of attacks are varied for IoT

circumstances; where millions and billions of devices

that are potential victims for cyber-attacks on a larger

scale.

An Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) is a com-

plex set of stealthy and continuous computer hacking

processes, conducted by a person or a group of indi-

viduals targeting a specific entity [25]. An APT attack

is aiming at stealing high-value information in business

and government organizations; such as manufacturing,

financial industries, and national defence [54].

Data and identity theft is another category of at-

tack that gives grave consequences for the victim. As

an example, the Google Nest thermostat was hacked

via a USB connection within 15 seconds, in a show-off

demonstration during the USA Black Hat conference

in 2014 [67]. This attack scenario leads to privacy and

consumer behaviour leaks, thus transforming the IoT

device into a spyware.

The Mirai botnet attack was a botnet Distributed

Denial of Service (DDoS) attack perpetrated employ-

ing tens of millions of unprotected IoT devices to dis-

rupt the operations of major Internet Service Providers

(ISPs) [84]. This attack revealed the vulnerabilities of

IoT devices proving their insecurities. The majority of

the unknowingly recruited bots were millions of web-

cams. One of the after effects of this attack is that se-

curity needs restoration on these webcams and even

replacing the cameras, as a final solution.

Ransomware is one of the top competitive online

threats, leading to significant revenue loss for the com-

panies infected [135]. It is becoming the most success-

ful cyber-based attack because, victims are willing to

pay the demanded sum to regain the access to their

private data. Even an adversary with malicious intent

that do not possess a technical background to create a

ransomware on their own, could purchase a ransomware

package from the dark web. WannaCry, CryptoLocker,

CryptoWall, Petya, Locky, and TeslaCrypt are some

of the frequently used types of ransomware [102]. IoT

based healthcare devices and services could become an

attractive target for ransomware due to their handling

of private medical stats.

SCAs are a type of attack that is arduous to miti-

gate with conventional means as they are exploiting the

vulnerabilities of IoT devices that solely relies on the

manufacturers ability to predicting flaws in their sys-

tem [154]. Adversaries are focusing on time consump-

tion, power consumption, or electromagnetic radiation

emitted from the devices. Thus, shielding devices from

such mishandling require more research, development

budget, and time; factors that a typical IoT device man-

ufacturer might not willing to invest in.

IoT devices are prone to Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)

attacks [107]. A possible attack scenario would be in an

instance where IoT device is communicating with the

cloud for execution instructions, administrative deci-

sion making, or firmware updates. An adversary could

attempt to redirect network traffic with an attack con-

ducted at the network level, to include Address Resolu-

tion Protocol (ARP) cache poisoning or Domain Name

System (DNS) modification attacks [62]. A self-signed

certificate or tools such as SSLstrip can help attackers

intercept Secure Hyper-text Transfer Protocol (HTTPS)

connections [28]. An example of MitM attack was the

reported hacking of a Jeep Cherokee by a team of two

ethical researchers [127]. Security vulnerability existed

in the Uconnect dashboard computer of the car, causing

a recall of 1.4 million vehicles. Table 1 summarize the

threats and vulnerabilities discussed in this sub section.

3.2 Vulnerabilities in IoT Systems

Unlike any traditional IT environment where systems

are separated from the rest or each other by proper

physical security, things in IoT are fixed and unat-

tended. That makes the IoT systems more prone to

tampering in terms of hacking. Companies need to en-

sure that data collection, storage, and processing would

be continuously secure. It is required to adopt a new

strategy in defense and encrypt data at each stage. Lack

of local data encryption could lead to product hacking

via physical tampering. Having physical access to a de-

vice allows an attacker to alter configuration settings;

in the cases of issuing a new device pairing request, re-

setting the device to factory settings, generating a new

password, or installing custom fabricated Secure Sock-

ets Layer (SSL) certificates to redirect traffic to another

server owned by them.

In cryptography, the terminology of a weak key refers

to the key phrase that is used with a specific crypto-

graphic algorithm or a cipher that is exposed with brute

force (exhaustive key search), or guessing. Weak keys

usually represent a tiny fraction of the overall keyspace,

the set of the whole possible permutations of a key.
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Table 1 Summary of General Threats and Attacks Possible for IoT

Threat/ Attack Description Consequences Ref.
Advanced Persistent
Threat (APT)

An adversary targeting an information sys-
tem that launches continual hacking at-
tempts

Complete control of the hacked sys-
tem and its assets

[25,54,75]

Data Identity Theft A hacking attempt launched with actual
user credentials as an impersonation attack

Privacy leakages [67]

Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) At-
tack

DoS attack launched from multiple loca-
tions simultaneously

Service interruption due to overload-
ing

[75,84]

Botnet attack A network of bots acting to compromise a
singular or multiple targets

A DDoS attack [84]

Ransomware A malware once installed to a system de-
mands a ransom (typically financial) from
the owner

Denied access to a part or entire sys-
tem or threatens to publish sensitive
information until the ransom is set-
tled

[102,135]

Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM)

Attempting to access the traversing infor-
mation of a communication link in between
the sender and the receiver

Revealing the information and pro-
tocol, injecting false/ malicious con-
tent

[31,73]

Side Channel Attack
(SCA)

Analyzes a physical property of a device via
tampering

Information, keys, or even a protocol
could be revealed

[75,154]

They are very unlikely to give rise to a security prob-

lem. Nevertheless, a cipher should employ a key with

a appropriate length. The key size or the key length

is the number of bits found in a key and used by a

cipher. In practice, cumbersome long keys are utilized

for modern cryptography for achieving computational

security, so that breaking the crypto-system is compu-

tationally infeasible. Though, the advent of Quantum

computing proves otherwise. The algorithms that are

used for crypto-systems are either symmetric (e.g. Ad-

vanced Encryption Standard (AES)), asymmetric (e.g.

RSA), or hybrid (Combination of both symmetric and

asymmetric) [78]. Such crypto-algorithms are linked to

the weakness of a key. Depending on the used algorithm,

it is common to have various key sizes for the same level

of security. As an example being the security available

with a 1024-bit key using asymmetric RSA, considered

to be approximately equal in security to a 80-bit key

from a symmetric algorithm [134].

One popular and comfortable method for users to

interact with an IoT device is via a web browser or a

smartphone app. Sometimes, devices with a more pro-

cessing power run a small web server that allows the

user to use a web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI)

to send commands. Other devices offer the user the

possibility to interact with them via their Application

Programming Interface (API). When the user wants to

send commands to a device or control it remotely, they

open an inbound port on the router via a Universal

Plug and Play (UPnP) request. The lack of encryp-

tion is one of the major privacy concerns. Devices can

pass private data, login credentials, or tokens in plain

text, letting an attacker intercept them via a network

eavesdropping technique. Cryptographic protocols are

required to ensure the security of both the infrastruc-

ture itself and the information that runs through it [72].

Moreover, the design of such protocols should be robust

enough to resist attacks [70, 71, 74] and must be tested

for their functional correctness (i.e. application of for-

mal method) before they are used in practice [69,86].

One of the communication protocols prone to eaves-

dropping is Telnet [142]. The protocol was developed

long before the internet took shape, in a time when

not much consideration was given to data confidential-

ity while in transit. The whole data transmitted with

this protocol is susceptible of being intercepted. Hy-

pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is another example

of insecure communication protocol still in use, which

empowers an eavesdropper to view the communication

between a client and the server [20]. Although the at-

tacker is not able to capture the password from the

web server, they are capable of harvesting other types

of data, such as accurate information about the con-

figuration or even a valid cookie that will allow them

to impersonate a legitimate user and then gain access

to the administrative interface of the firewall. Simple

Network Management Protocol (SNMP), v1 and v2c

are insecure protocols which expose a firewall for com-

plete reconfiguration in the read-only mode. The File

Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Trivial File Transfer Pro-

tocol (TFTP) are used to copy files from/to a device to

update the system configuration or software/firmware.

Compared to TFTP, FTP provides the mechanisms for

authentication [104]. Still, both protocols transmit the

data in an unencrypted manner and are therefore sus-

ceptible to an eavesdropping attack.

The scope of developing products following the Min-

imum Viable Product (MVP) technique is to build a
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product fast and release it on the market to learn about

customer reactions [109]. A new version of the product

lands on the designing workbench, soon after gather-

ing the feedback from the previous release ends. The

tremendous pressure to release the MVP in a short

amount of time leads to neglecting the security and pri-

vacy of the final product. Moreover, “ship and forget”

mentality of some manufacturers leaves the customers

with devices that are running several years’ old soft-

ware that were never updated. Thus, such devices have

severe security flaws. On the contrary even if an update

is available, the vast majority of the typical customers

do not have the skills, energy, willingness or time to

go through the hassle of updating their IoT devices.

No matter what manufacturers do, sometimes the cus-

tomer still is the weakest link when it comes to securing

various IoT devices.

It is a challenge for IoT companies to agree on inter-

operability protocols and standards for the sharing and

protecting of data. Competing standards, proprietary

devices, vendor lock-in and private networks make it

hard for devices to share a common security protocol.

Embracing one IoT common standard by the compa-

nies is one of the barriers that hold back mass adoption

of IoT security protection. Nonetheless, there are IoT

standardization efforts. Samsung, Intel, and Cisco sup-

port the Open Interconnect Consortium (OIC) [46,117].

LG, Microsoft, and Qualcomm back The Linux Foun-

dation’s AllSeen Alliance [94]. Google sponsors Zigbee

and Thread Group Alliance, a United Kingdom based

Hypercat standard [116]. There are even more unifying

efforts in the works that are industry specific to agree

on a common networking protocol. Companies still have

to conclude the battle for software standards. Gartner

argues that the sheer sum of IoT use cases contribute

to a wildly contrasting total of approaches to solving

IoT problems, which creates interoperability challenges

and, ultimately security gaps [14].

Devices connected across multiple geographies lead

to practical issues of international enforcement when

dealing with IoT. Country specific privacy laws are in-

sufficient as the reach of IoT data is global. Unless there

are globally accepted laws which govern the usage of

IoT information, data larceny will continue.

4 Risk Mitigation

Mitigating the risk of an intrusion attempt or attack

against an IoT device is not an easy thing to do. Having

a higher degree of security protection at every level will

discourage the attacker to pursue his goal further and

make him give up in the end, by cause of the amount

of effort and time needed versus benefits. Mitigation

needs to start with prevention, by involving every actor

in the market, from manufacturers to consumers and

lawmakers, and make them understand the impact of

the IoT security threats in a connected world. Another

way to mitigate risk is to keep abreast of the times

by improving and innovating, from the ground up, and

by finding new methods and designs to outgrow the

shortcomings of the market.

4.1 Prevention

This subsection discusses the solutions that can be em-

ployed for prevention of the security threats in IoT sys-

tems, as illustrated in Table 2.

The honeypot system is the new weapon that re-

quired to be included in the cyber security arsenal of

the organizations to defend against attackers that try

to penetrate secure networks through IoT back-doors

[7, 35, 113]. A standard cyber-security defense should

include the conventional prevention techniques along

with the visibility to detect inside-the-network threats

in real-time; through identification of distinctive threats

and their levels by setting up an incident response play-

book to remediate infected systems. The ThreatMatrix

platform provides a form of risk detection for various

categories of dangerous vectors including ransomware,

phishing, stolen credentials, and reconnaissance attacks

[65]. The Matrix is customized to fit into various land-

scapes, which creates a trap out of each IoT network.

The Attivo Networks IoT solution protects widely used

protocols such as Extensible Messaging and Presence

Protocol (XMPP), Constrained Application Protocol

(CoAP), Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT),

and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine

(DICOM) servers which are used by the IoT vendors

to support a wide set of applications that allow for

more excellent machine-to-machine communication and

monitoring, concerning critical data and machine sta-

tus [11]. The Attivo analysis engine is capable of an-

alyzing the techniques used in the attack, the lateral

movement of the assault, what systems are infected, and

will provide the necessary signatures to stop the attack.

Analyzing the attack, improves incident response skills

and capabilities, by automatically or manually blocking

and quarantining the attack through integration with

third party systems and solutions for intrusion and pre-

vention.

As IoT market will mature, the general public can

access new professional training, and University taught

programs. Awareness and proper training is paramount

for owners of the smart devices to understand how to

implement some basic security countermeasures that

are the first and the best line of defense [10,63,140].
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Table 2 Summary of Security Risk Prevention methods for IoT

Risk Prevention
Method

Description Benefits Tools/ Sources

Honeypots A mechanism that lays a trap on ad-
versaries who are intending to per-
form unauthorized acts

Detection and counteracting
threats without affecting the
information system

ThreatMatrix, Attivo
Networks

Raising awareness
through training

Introducing professional train-
ing programs for IoT users and
developers

Users will follow secure prac-
tices while awareness is raised for
overcoming general security at-
tacks such as Phishing attacks

Perpetual Solutions,
MCU Solutions, cy-
brary

Immediate response
to detected vulnera-
bilities

Quick generation of updates and
patches to detected flows, specially
in open-source software

preventing exploitation of well
advertised vulnerabilities in case
of open-source material

[36]

Security on Chip Integrating security for IoT chips/
hardware at the manufacturing
stage

An extra layer of security, that
adds faster response due to the
implementation at the percep-
tion domain

Atmel micro-
chip, [85,115,126]

Exhaustive security
testing

Better testing schemes should be in-
troduced to cover penetrative, ac-
cess, physical, computational as-
pects

Maximum assurance granted be-
fore releasing the IoT device to
the market

[23,56,98]

Security on SDLC Security practices should be in-
tegrated into the software design
stages in SDLC

Security is addressed as a main
goal of all the software products
with improved compatibility and
inter-operability

[40,51,122]

GDPR Legislation’s put forward by the EU
for data protection

Improved awareness of the gen-
eral public and the availability
of a legal framework for account-
ability of digital and privacy vi-
olations

[39]

Manufacturers know the best application and in-

tention of their products. They do not get the direct

feedback from the owner. Many devices include open

source software as part of the code that is running on

the product. Device manufacturers need to maintain

lists of open source components that are used in the

production process. When the community identifies a

vulnerability in one of those components, an update can

be made available quickly to the device owners. Also,

device manufacturers need to ensure that communica-

tion procedures are established with the device holder

to allow immediate responses in case these vulnerabili-

ties arose [108].

Chipsets are the core of the device, and IoT de-

vices make no exception [22]. The better designed is

the chip, the more secure it is and harder to crack when

compared to a software solution that promises to offer

the same functionality. Over the past five years, silicon

suppliers have had to complement their offering with a

full-fledged featured software stack to support their sil-

icon, and hence, moving beyond hardware drivers, into

network and security stacks or even embedded operat-

ing systems. Atmel Microchip, for example, is putting

the accent on hardware security, by developing world-

class embedded security solutions to ensure trust for

each system design [106].

At the application level, organizations that develop

software need to be writing code that is more stable,

buoyant and reliable, with better code development stan-

dards, training, threat analysis and testing. Application

developers will have to team-up with application pen-

etration testers to analyze the logic and operation of

exposed applications, as an attacker would do in his at-

tempt to gain access to sensitive data or to bypass logic

controls and compromise a system. It is of high impor-

tance to repeatedly test for resistance against attacks

since new ways of assault are developed even after a

product or solution is created and released. In addition

to testing in development and quality assurance phases,

testing IoT systems in production settings is highly

recommended. Extreme physical operating conditions

do not have to be the only test that devices are sub-

ject to, but also to extreme computational conditions;

which include resistance to Denial of Service (DoS) and

jamming-style attacks where a flood of information hits

the product to attempt and confuse, overpower, or dis-

able it [32].

Static analysis and source code reviewing practices

do not detect risks and vulnerabilities from penetra-

tion testing alone. Organizations and developers need

to define flexible security architecture and deploy data-

centric security technologies to support speed, agility,
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cost- effectiveness, and innovation, in a highly connected

world. For traditional IT ecosystems, various Systems

Development Life Cycle (SDLC) methodologies have al-

ready been put in place and proven to be successful

in guiding the processes involved to create a software

component that easily integrates with other software

components [143]. Developing for IoT is not very differ-

ent and should address all the stages, from design and

development to testing and debugging, to deployment,

to management and to decommissioning. For develop-

ers of IoT with the mobile client, Cloud or IoT ap-

plications finding the right strategy and solutions are

not an easy task. The mission of the developers is not

only to bring these solutions to market rapidly but also

to ensure that appropriate security and data protec-

tion measures are implemented from the beginning be-

cause no business can afford the high costs in the after-

math of data theft. Improper security system exposes

confidential and valuable customer information, finan-

cial transactions, and mission-critical operational data,

hence lowering the risk of data exfiltration needs to be

at the core of their activities [15].

Consumer’s education starts with best practices pro-

vided by the organizations selling the product [137].

The highly efficient ones include regularly changing pass-

words, which is still among the frequent causes for a

security breach and also offering advice on the safety

patches and updates. Consumers need a level of confi-

dence and comfort if they are going to buy IoT prod-

ucts. They trust the manufacturer’s brand to guarantee

some degree of design and quality. When a consumer

values security, they will insist that the goods they buy

are secure and will pay the price that comes with it.

The European Union released new guidelines on how

companies operating in Europe have to handle and pro-

tect the data of their customers. As of 25 May 2018,

organizations need to comply with this General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR) [145]. The GDPR in-

troduces developments in some areas of EU data pro-

tection law. They will have a direct impact on the way

product manufacturers, application developers, social

platforms and other entities involved in the IoT field,

and especially design and bring to market IoT-based

devices, systems and applications.

The GDPR imposes obligations on data controllers

to adopt significant new technical and organizational

measures to demonstrate their compliance [39]. These

include conducting data protection impact assessments

in certain circumstances which are likely to arise in

connection with IoT systems. The GDPR will confer

new substantive rights of data subjects about their pri-

vate information. These substantive rights include an

express right to be forgotten, the right to object to au-

tomated decision making and data portability rights.

The design and engineering of IoT devices, applications

and systems will need to accommodate the necessary

capabilities to facilitate the exercise of these rights in

compliance with the GDPR, particularly about data

portability.

4.2 Improvements

This subsection addresses solutions that can be em-

ployed for improving the security of IoT systems, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Possible Improvements for IoT Risk Mitigation

4.2.1 Security By Design

In embedded systems such as gateways, hubs and sim-

ilar network entry points for devices and things that

connect to them, there is a need for a different approach

to be considered when improving security; which starts

in the early planning of the product with Security by

Design (SbD) concept as depicted in Fig. 3.

– Secure Boot

Security practitioners need to build a multi-layered

approach to IoT ecosystem right from initial secure

booting to establishing trust and integrity of the soft-

ware on the IoT device. To establish these, the Role

Based Access Control (RBAC) makes sure that users

access only those privileges and applications that they

require as part of their job role [111]. Also, incorporat-

ing Principle of Least Privilege, persistent device au-

thentication and building proper host based Firewalls

and deep packet inspection capability; will enhance the
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Fig. 3 Security by Design Approaches

trust and integrity [41,77]. This deep integration of in-

terconnected devices that embed into our daily lives

means that security is of paramount importance. Ap-

plying add-on security controls to each IoT device is

impractical and wasting resources. Security needs to be

inbuilt, fitting the environment and supporting system

functionality without restrictions.

When the System on Chip (SoC) based devices boot

its system, authenticity and integrity of the software,

firmware and hardware components are checked with

different means. The ways to ensuring secure booting

and verifying integrity of the installed software and

firmware are important for guaranteeing its reliabil-

ity in the context of marketing [66]. Methods such as

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA),

Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), Direct Memory Access

(DMA), and Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) are

employed for secure booting and remote attestation [58,

68]. Embedding these methods for boot loading pro-

cesses are mitigating attack scenarios plausible with

malicious boot agents. As such, the groundwork of trust

settles, but the device still needs protection from vari-

ous run-time threats and malicious intentions.

– Access Control

The operating system’s built-in access controls, manda-

tory or role-based, have the benefit of managing the

privileges for the device components and applications

so that they only access those resources assigned to

them. In the case of an intrusion, access control en-

sures that the intruder has minimal access to other

parts of the system. Device-based access control mech-

anisms are similar to the network-based access control

systems such as Microsoft Active Directory [5]. If some-

one manages to steal corporate credentials and gains

means of entry to the network, the access to such com-

promised information restricts to only those segments

of the network, authorized by those appropriate cre-

dentials. The principle of least privilege commands that

minimal access required to perform a function need to

be permitted, to minimize the effectiveness of a breach

of security [77].

– Network Access Policy

Once the enterprise network incorporates IoT de-

vices, the IT organization has to create or alter the

configuration of the network access policy as part of

a corporate policy enforcement strategy. This strategy

needs to determine if and how these devices connect to

the network, maybe separated into virtual segments,

as well as what role they will be assigned that will

govern their access. Some of the advantages of net-

work segmentation are improved security, performance

boost and network problems isolation [24]. By creating

network segments for IoT devices only, the principle

of least privilege is applied and thus, limiting further

movement across the network for cyber-criminals with

unauthorized access. Network performance improves by

isolating IoT transactions to a defined segment, which

implies minimizing local traffic and in the end reducing

network congestion. For a better isolation of a problem,

access to the network can be handled by implement-

ing another technique, called segregation [9]. Segrega-

tion works by combining Virtual Local Area Network

(VLAN) and firewalls, where a set of rules is present

and enforce to control which devices are permitted to

communicate on that network segment in ingress and

egress directions [89].

– Device Authentication

Device authentication needs to be triggered when

the asset is added to the network for the first time,

even before receiving or transmitting data. Embedded

devices do not wait for users to input the credentials

required for accessing the network, but their identifi-

cation needs to happen correctly before authorization.

Similar to how user authentication mechanism allows a

user to access the corporate network with a username

and a password, machine authentication allows devices

to access the network with a pair of credentials stored

in a secure storage area. These authentication mech-

anisms are mostly referred as Device-to-Device (D2D)

authentication, where authentication credentials are ex-

changed through a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) chan-

nel [21,59]. Resource constrained nature of IoT devices

are encouraging light-weight approaches to maintain

the transmission efficiency in a satisfactory level [2,52].

Moreover, it will improve the operating time of the bat-

tery operated devices [138]. Thus, embedding a proper

authentication protocol through circumspect designing

is vital on both security and transmission perspective.
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PUF is a nascent concept employed for D2D, M2M,

IoT device, and even vehicular entity authentication.

The idea of the PUF is to generate a unique iden-

tifier from a Challenge Response Pair (CRP) that is

derived from the unique features inherited by the cir-

cuitry over the fabrication process. The complexity and

the secureness of the PUF based schemes are reliant

on the number of CRPs associated with them [88]. In

addition to authentication, PUFs can be employed for

secure storing. New directives on PUFs can be found

in [48,59,88,100,153].

– Firewalls and Intrusion Prevention Systems

The IoT devices require firewall and Deep Packet In-

spection (DPI) capability to control the traffic that is

meant to terminate at the instrument [90]. Deeply em-

bedded devices have various protocols, distinct from en-

terprise IT protocols and a host-based firewall or Intru-

sion Prevention System (IPS) is highly required [37,57].

As an example, the smart energy grid network has its

proprietary set of protocols defining how devices talk

to each other [61]. Protocol filtering and DPI capabil-

ities, applicable to each industry, are required to iden-

tify malicious payloads hiding in non-IT protocols. The

device shouldn’t bare itself with filtering higher-level,

general Internet traffic; as the network appliances take

care of that. But it does need to filter the specific data

destined to terminate at the apparatus, in such a way

that makes optimal use of the limited computational

resources available.

– Updates and Patches

Once the device is operational, it starts to receive

patches and software updates [95]. Devices need to au-

thenticate the patches rolled out by the administra-

tors; in a way that does not consume bandwidth or

impair the functionality or safety of the apparatus it-

self. Contrary to how companies like Microsoft send up-

dates to Windows users and tie up their computers, IoT

products need receiving software updates and security

patches in a way that conserves their limited bandwidth

and connectivity and eliminates the possibility of com-

promising functional safety [43]. These devices are in

the field, performing critical functions and are depen-

dent on the total of security patches that are available

to protect them against the inevitable vulnerabilities of

the wild. In the future, considering the increased num-

bers of devices and the expected frequency of updates,

this work will transition from active participation by

humans to automatic over-the-air update processing.

Exception processing will become an isolated human

intervention rather than handling and processing each

update as it arrives, which suggests an increased level

of monitoring and reporting on the status and progress

of update processing across the inventory of gateways,

routers, and devices involved [42].

– Real-Time Operating Systems

The majority of IoT appliances have common Op-

erating Systems (OSs) that are incapable of address-

ing specific security requirements. These systems tend

to be over-featured and geared with functionality that

is useless for the connected devices. Also, there is not

much importance given to fixing the various vulnera-

bilities caused by the poor design, bad implementation

or improper use of operating systems in these prod-

ucts. Building security in at the OS level takes the

stain off device designers and developers and gives them

more time at hand to configure systems to mitigate

threats and ensure their platforms are safe. A Real-

time Operating Systems (RTOS) is an operating sys-

tem that manages the hardware resources, hosts appli-

cations, and processes data in real time [103]. RTOS

defines the real-time task processing time, interrupt la-

tency, and reliability for both hardware and applica-

tions, and in particular, for low powered and memory

constrained devices and networks [83]. The main differ-

ence between RTOS and a general purpose OS stands

in its high degree of reliability and consistency when

measuring application’s task acceptance and comple-

tion timing. RTOS is a critical component to building

comprehensive embedded systems for IoT solutions for

both consumer and industrial IoT [50]. More and more

RTOS offerings are surfacing the IoT market and solu-

tions like KasperskyOS, promise to bring a multitude

of features to strengthen the security of the device [91].

Some of the main features guaranteed by RTOS are pro-

prietary microkernel and a free security engine, multi-

level compatibility, security domain separation, manda-

tory identification and labelling, and various policies

enforcement [6].

4.2.2 Blockchain

IoT concept is in its development stages, but it is al-

ready offering technologies that allow for data collec-

tion, remote monitoring, and control of the devices.

As it evolves, IoT transitions toward becoming a net-

work of real autonomous devices that interact with each

other and with their environment around them to make

smart decisions without human intervention [87]. As

such, the Blockchain forms the foundation that will

support a shared economy that works on M2M com-

munications [155]. Blockchain technology leads to the

creation of secure mesh networks, where IoT devices

will interconnect while avoiding threats such as imper-

sonation or device spoofing. As more legitimate nodes
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register on the Blockchain network, devices will identify

and authenticate each other without a need for central

brokers and certification authorities. The network will

scale to support more and more devices without the

need for additional resources [132].

There are possible applications of Blockchain tech-

nology in the context of IoT security. Blockchain hashes

the device firmware on a continual basis, and if the

firmware state changes by even a single digit by the

cause of malware altering the firmware code; then the

hash failure will alert the device owners [93]. To be

able to send data or to check for new instructions,

a device hashes the information it wants to send and

places the hash into a Blockchain. Then the recipient

of the package hashes the same data, and if the result-

ing hash matches the hash on the Blockchain, then it

means that the payload has not changed in transit. As

each device has a Blockchain public key, devices need

to encrypt messages to each other employing a chal-

lenge/responses mechanism to ensure the device is in

control of its identity; hence it might be a useful idea

to require a universal identity protocol for every instru-

ment. Devices develop their reputation in the same way

as Keybase key directory does, where each device has a

public key [79]. Cryptographic reputation systems cover

above devices. A certification agency for things which

audits the device and generates an identity for it on

the Blockchain, could be a solution. So once the instru-

ment is historically born on the Blockchain the device’s

identity will be irreversible. For sensors such as Global

Positioning System (GPS), temperature, and humidity,

environmental inputs are unique to each other. This

uniqueness in conjunction with the International Mo-

bile Equipment Identity (IMEI) and Original Equip-

ment Manufacturer (OEM) firmware hashes are form-

ing a solution, that is considered to be the ultimate in

tamper-resistant device identification.

Furthermore, the Blockchain technology can be used

to promote digital business process without the need

for a complex infrastructure [144]. These Blockchain

enabled interoperable platforms support companies to

exchange authentication information with each other.

The lack of shared identity stacks prevents companies

from identifying and authenticating users with other

businesses. With the Blockchain technology, companies

can keep stacks of common identities for user authenti-

cation through biometric data. Blockchain can support

as well an interoperable ledger for identity exchange

among multiple entities. From the cryptography point

of view, the Blockchain technology will set up the proto-

cols for connectivity among devices through a biomet-

ric data validation process. The network running nodes

will receive biometric data associated with respective

devices and their time stamps. The network needs to

confirm whether a device and a particular identity in-

tersected each other within a time interval, to be able

to authenticate a user.

As with each disruptive concept that turns into an

effective offering, the Blockchain model is not perfect

and has its flaws and shortcomings [152]. Novel attack

vectors such as forking attacks are creating a hassle

for IoT service providers as Blockchain was the secu-

rity solution for achieving a privacy preserving service

platform [146]. Scalability is one of the main issues,

considering the tendency towards centralization with a

growing Blockchain [30]. As the Blockchain grows, the

nodes in the network require more storage, bandwidth,

and computational power to be able to process a block,

which leads to only a handful of the nodes being able

to process a block. Computing power and processing

time is another challenge, as the IoT ecosystem is very

diverse and not every device will be able to compute

the same encryption algorithms at the desired speed.

Storage of a continuously increasing ledger database on

a broad range of smart devices with small storage ca-

pabilities, such as sensors, is yet another hurdle. The

lack of skilled people to understand and develop the

IoT-blockchain technologies together is also a challenge.

The lack of laws and a compliance code to follow by the

manufacturers and service providers is not helping both

the IoT and blockchain to take off as expected.

4.2.3 IOTA - the post Blockchain token

The launch and success of the Bitcoin crypto-currency

during the last years proved the value of the blockchain

technology. However, as shown above, this technology

has some drawbacks, which prevent its mass adoption

as the only global platform for crypto-currencies. Among

these disadvantages, a particularly notable one is the

limitations of making micropayments, which have in-

creased importance for the rapidly developing IoT in-

dustry. Specifically, in the crypto-currency systems, a

user needs to pay a fee each time he initiates a trans-

action, hence, for a small amount, the fee might be

many times larger compared to the transaction, and

the transaction would make sense in the first place.

These charges serve as an incentive for the creators

of the blocks, and it is not easy to get rid of them.

The existing crypto-currencies are independent systems

with a distinct separation of roles, for example, trans-

action issuers and transaction approvers. Such systems

create inescapable discrimination of some of their el-

ements which in turn creates conflicts and makes the

entire collection of items to spend resources on con-

flict resolution. These arguments justify the search for
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solutions essentially peculiar from the blockchain tech-

nology, on which the Bitcoin and many other crypto-

currencies base their code.

IOTA is a disruptive transactional settlement and

data transfer layer for the IoT [47]. At the foundation

of IOTA, there is a newly distributed ledger, called

the Tangle, which overcomes the inefficiencies of the

blockchain design and introduces a new way, called Di-

rected Acyclic Graph (DAG), to reach consensus in

a decentralized peer-to-peer system [44]. The users of

IOTA automatically act as validators, allowing transac-

tion validation to become an intrinsic property of uti-

lizing the network. Each transaction requires that the

sender verify two previous transactions, which results in

an infinite scalability, as opposed to the blockchain con-

sensus design [45]. It enables people to transfer money

without fees, meaning that even infinitesimally small

nano-payments are possible through IOTA. The sys-

tem could turn into the missing puzzle piece for the

Machine Economy to emerge and reach its full desired

potential. IOTA is meant to be the public, permission-

less backbone for IoT that enable true interoperability

between the devices.

4.2.4 Cloud, Fog and Edge Computing

Cloud computing and IoT build a couple that could

work in a symbiosis. The growth of IoT and the rapid

development of associated technologies create a popu-

lar connection of things that leads to the production

of large amounts of data, which needs to be stored,

processed and accessed. This newly formed opportu-

nity of cloud computing and IoT will enable new mon-

itoring services and high processing of sensory data

streams [17]. For example, cloud computing stores the

sensory data, so that it is used later for smart mon-

itoring and actuation with other smart IoT products.

Ultimately, the goal is to transform the data into insight

and drive productivity and cost- effective actions from

this. The cloud plays the role to serve as the brain to im-

proved decision-making and optimized internet-based

interactions. Cloud computing offers a realistic utility-

based model that will enable businesses and users to

access applications on demand anytime and from any-

where [4]. Amazon, Microsoft, and IBM are some of

the major companies that are providing cloud comput-

ing services which have also incorporated offerings for

the IoT market, like AWS IoT [18], Azure IoT Suite [81]

and Watson IoT [55].

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) provides the nec-

essary hardware and software upon which a customer

can build a customized computing environment. Com-

puting and data storage resources, as well as the com-

munications channel, are bound together with these IT

resources to assure the stability of applications used in

the cloud [119]. Symphony Link, offered by Link Labs,

is a wireless solution for enterprise and industrial which

connects IoT devices to the cloud securely [97]. The

Symphony Link design is for Low Power Wide Area

Network (LPWAN) applications, which are easily scal-

able and have high reliability.

In a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), a proprietary lan-

guage is supported and provided by the platform’s owner

[119]. The platform eases communication, monitoring,

billing and other aspects, to ensure the scalability and

flexibility of an application. Nonetheless, there are some

limitations, regarding the programming model and sup-

ported languages, the ability to access resources and

the long-term persistence. Other platforms like Wind

River R© HelixTM and ARMmbed IoT Device Platform

provide a portfolio of software, technologies, tools, de-

veloper ecosystem and cloud services for dealing with

the challenges and opportunities at the system level,

created by the IoT [80,110]. These tools make the cre-

ation and deployment of commercial, standards-based

IoT solutions possible at scale. Blockchain-as-a-Service

platforms are starting to become popular due to its

wide adaptability in Bitcoin and crypto-currency appli-

cations; which is considered as a solid innovation dur-

ing the last eleven years of its presence in the financial

trading markets [132]. The application of this emerging

technology is showing great promise in the enterprise.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) enables cost effective

value added services for many IoT applications that

provision real-time data visualization and analytical sup-

port for its consumers [125]. These services mimic the

Application Service Provider (ASP) on the application

layer. Usually, a specific company that uses the ser-

vice would run, maintain, and facilitate support so that

it assures reliability over an extended period. Device

Authority’s KeyScaler IoT IAM platform can assist in

solving mass device provisioning, secure onboarding,

certificate revocation and rotation, and solving creden-

tial management problems for Amazon Web Service

(AWS) based IoT customers [34]. This is an important

step to take in securing IoT devices and their data.

AWS IoT cloud platform lets connected devices to in-

teract with cloud applications and other assets easily

and supports a vast amount of messages to be processed

and routed to AWS endpoints.

Although powerful, the cloud model is not the best

choice for environments where internet connectivity is

limited or operations are time-critical. In scenarios such

as patient care, milliseconds have fatal consequences

[151]. As well in the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communi-

cations, the prevention of collisions and accidents relies
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on the low-latency of the responses [133]. Due to these

novel requirements cloud computing is not consistently

viable for many IoT applications. Thus, it is replaced

by the edge computing paradigms such as fog com-

puting, Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), and Multi-

Access Edge Computing (MEC) [38,120,124,150].

Fig. 4 Extension of cloud services to the edge by fog com-
puting

Fog computing, also known as fogging, is a decen-

tralized computing infrastructure in which the data,

compute, storage and applications split in an efficient

way between the data source and the cloud [99]. Fog

computing extends the cloud computing and services

alike, to the edge of the network, by bringing the ad-

vantages and the power of the cloud to where the data

arise initially as illustrated in Fig. 4. The main goal of

fogging is to improve efficiency and also to reduce the

quantity of data that moves to the cloud for process-

ing, analysis, and storage. In fogging, data processing

takes place in a router, gateway or a data hub on a

smart device; which sends it further to sources for pro-

cessing and storing that reduce the bandwidth payload

towards the cloud. The back-and-forth communication

between IoT devices and the cloud can negatively affect

the overall performance and security of the IoT asset.

The distributed approach of fogging addresses the prob-

lem of the high amount of data coming from smart sen-

sors and IoT devices, which would be costly and time-

consuming to send to the cloud each time. Fog network-

ing complements the cloud computing and allows short-

term analytics at the edge while the cloud performs

resource-intensive, longer-term analytics [136]. Trends

demonstrated that inexpensive, low-power processing

and storage are becoming more available and will drive

the growth and usage of fog computing in IoT. Pro-

cessing of data migrates even closer to the edge and

becomes deeply-rooted in the very same devices that

created the data initially. Thus, generating even greater

possibilities for M2M intelligence and interactions.

4.2.5 Quantum Security, AI, and Predictive Data

Analytics

In Quantum Computing (QC), computations are han-

dled faster than the classical computers which surpasses

its capabilities with a considerable margin [121]. The

QC allows for more data crunch with quantum speed

and the ability to run an entire set of inputs at the same

time; thus getting instant results. Security experts are

predicting that Quantum Cryptography will replace the

existing security solutions in all digital systems that are

prone to data hacking, including national defence, fi-

nance, self-driving vehicle industry and the IoT, with

the potential to be unhackable [130]. Quantum com-

puters will become a technological reality sooner than

expected; and it is vital to study the cryptographic

schemes used by adversaries with access to a quantum

computer. Post-quantum cryptography is the study of

such plans that arose from the fundamentals of popular

encryption and signature schemes [26]. Existing elliptic

curves and Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) algorithms

can be broken using Shor’s algorithm on a quantum

computer via factoring and computing discrete loga-

rithms [13, 129]. Though, schemes such as McEliece,

lattice, hash, code, multivariate, and super-singular el-

liptic curve isogeny methods are envisaged to develop

Quantum Resistant (QR) security systems [12, 27, 64,

101].

Quantum encryption methods are being engineered

by embedding quantum mechanics on microchips/ pro-

cessors to enhance the security of random number gen-

eration in cryptographic protocols [33]. The security of

cryptographic protocols is dependent on the random-

ness of the keys. At present, the vast majority of these

protocols use algorithmic pseudo random number gen-

erators. The approach followed by [149] could be em-

ployed for revolutionizing randomness in existing secu-

rity and communication protocols to prevent hacking

and guessing attempts.
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In the IoT ecosystem, the volume of data and also

the data types are increasing. Data comes from a wide

variety of sources. It is obvious that the conventional

computing systems cannot handle the amount of data

generated from IoT based sensors and meters serving

myriads of services and applications. The method of

predictive analytics is facilitating the decision makers

to sort and understand the type, amount, and frequency

of data to be expected; so that they can take immediate

actions [76]. The precision of the prediction method is

reliant on the amount, variation, and duration of data.

Predictive data analytics will be a core solutions to

provide close-to-zero downtime for many sectors; espe-

cially, industrial automation. Prevention of failures oc-

curring on mission-critical devices and forecasting the

domino-effect originated from the incident is plausi-

ble with predictive analytics performed on IoT sys-

tems. Security-wise, it is capable of discovering a data

breach before it happens. Predictive data analytics will

be supported by machine learning approaches executed

on edge, without the requirement of connecting to the

Internet. In a smart city, various systems such as traf-

fic system, lights, motion sensors, Closed-Circuit Tele-

vision (CCTV), meters, utilities, and smart buildings

exists. QC can potentially handle the verification and

the validation process faster, across every system and

ensure continuous optimization for these systems.

Given the new data and scenarios, Artificial Intel-

ligence (AI) and IoT are shaping up to be a symbiotic

pairing, where AI depends and thrives upon high data

inputs that IoT delivers [60]. Cognitive systems of AI

evolve and improve over time, inferring new knowledge

without being explicitly programmed to do so. Another

way that AI can pair up with IoT technologies is by

bringing cognitive power to the edges of IoT, through

embodied cognition [147]. That means AI capabilities

are placed in an object, avatar, or space (such as the

walls of a spacecraft), enabling it to understand its en-

vironment, and then reason, and learn. These objects

may have the ability to interact in more natural human-

like ways, such as written and verbal communications

and gestures, with the observations of actual humans

living and working in their proximity.

5 Discussion

Our survey unveils concerns over some outstanding is-

sues of IoT ecosystem. The most relevant are the man-

agement of the identity, access control, and trust to-

wards IoT products and services. Ineffective authenti-

cation methods introduce a trust deficit across IoT net-

work gateways, which expose these devices and their

data to perpetrators. Another point in question is the

use of centralized, traditional IT computing systems

and network models in an IoT environment that are

meant to be self-governed and decentralized. IoT be-

longs to the new era and every actor that has a role

to play in this environment needs to adapt to the re-

quirements of this new ecosystem. These systems con-

tain continuously growing, huge number of devices and

the scalability, complexity, and management of the en-

vironment is yet another open issue. The complex na-

ture of the IoT network comes from the different types

of devices connecting to edge to fog, and to the cloud.

Due to this heterogeneous nature, outstanding points in

question come from the continuously-evolving attacks

and threats lurking the IoT systems and services in

addition to sheer number of reasons that lead to se-

curity breaches. Therefore, the scalability of the net-

work is questionable. Although IoT is a decentralized

environment, device management is not always consid-

ered; especially for credentials and certificates distribu-

tion and revocation, and more often, the transactional

traffic does not separate from the administrative data

movement. Thus, generic and reliable security solutions

should be adopted in the design stage as explicated in

the paper for mitigating the risks and vulnerabilities.

6 Conclusions

This paper offers market-available solutions to deal with

the lack of identity, access and trust for IoT products

and services; proposes new data-computing models to

address the scalability, complexity, and management of

the environment; and elaborates on the concept of se-

curity by design to meet the requirements for device
management. Although this paper advises IoT makers

to seek new ways and methods to adapt their offerings

to the new ecosystem and move away from traditional

IT security practices, more research is needed on the

topic.

The responsibility for implementing proper secu-

rity solutions does not depend on a single party of the

IoT ecosystem, but rather on all the actors involved,

from silicon suppliers to manufacturers, to developers,

to lawmakers, and the final customer. Mitigating risks

associated with security breaches are possible, if se-

curity receives consideration from early product plan-

ning and design, and if some basic prevention mecha-

nisms are in place. Enactment and standardization will

simplify the manufacturing and development processes,

give the market an incentive for mass- adoption and also

increase the security posture of IoT products and ser-

vices. Security will have to be inbuilt so that IoT can

withstand a chance against the threats that technology

advancements will bring along.
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With the technological advancements of quantum

computing, AI, and cognitive systems, and with the

continuous development and mass adoption of IoT ecosys-

tem, the current security practices and methodologies

will become part of the past. Quantum computing, not

only that it can break through any form of security

that is known to human kind, but it can also offer the

solution to finding the formula for tight security. IoT

will vastly benefit from these technology advancements,

especially from the quantum mechanics science on a

microchip. Further research is recommended, once the

technology matures and evolves, to discover how the se-

curity of the future impacts on the Internet of Things

ecosystem.
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